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FOCUS OF THE WEEK 

 Capturing nature on 
camera 

 Something that 
asks a question 

 
 

Courage 
“You have to have courage when trying new 
things, I didn’t get on so well with the 
camera last week but I was eager to try 
again today.”-Jack 

St John’s Forest School 

“I noticed lots of things were  
in the wrong places and I asked the 
questions “Why would sometime put 
that there?”-Charlie 
 
“I was intrigued by the mud, there has 
been so much rain in was all gloopy 
and it changed colour in different 
areas of the garden.”-Debbie 

In an ever 
changing world 

how can the 
choices we make 
have an impact? 

 

Christian Value of 

the Week 
 



 

 

 

LEARNING POWERS IN ACTION 

RESOURCEFUL 
“I went to different areas of the playground to take the same picture to see which angle 
was the best. I was pleased I did it because I was able to see things differently.”-Debbie 
 
REFLECTIVE 
Last week we learnt how to use the macro function and this week I practised using it 
again. I think I am getting good at it now and was able to take some good pictures of 
leaves.”-Jack 
 
RESILIENT 
“The weather conditions were not the best today. It was muddy, really cold and trying to 
snow! I was trying hard to get a good picture of the snow but it just looked like rain. I 
didn’t give up, I just accepted that the picture wasn’t going to come out the way I 
wanted it to.”-Jack 
 
“I was excited to use the camera again. Last week I managed to take some interesting 
pictures and today I kept seeing red things! I don’t think I had ever noticed them 
before.”- Charlie 
 
RECIPROCAL 

“I showed my friends how to view the pictures on the camera. It feels good 
sharing your skills and today it helped me feel more confident using the 
camera.”-Debbie 

This week we are buzzing 

about…  


